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Are you looking for a professional retailer of gift boxes, and indeed all manner of packaging
supplies, that offer you a superlative choice of packaging at prices that wonâ€™t be matched by any
other high street retailer? If so then you need only consider on name, and that is Bath Street Boxes.

Established in 1972 Bath Street Boxes is a specialist presentation packaging manufacturers with a
wealth of experience, and a dedicated product portfolio that caters to even the most exacting
demands of our clients. Our portfolio covers a bespoke selection of paper-over-board presentation
boxes, wedding favour boxes, and indeed all manner of gift boxes for occasions.

As testament to the quality of our customer-centric services here at Bath Street Boxes our gift boxes
can be shipped across the UK, and beyond, in a timely manner in a diverse range of quantities.
Whether you require a single unit, or have a bulk order of fifty thousand gift boxes, or indeed any of
the packaging supplies that we offer we can turnaround the order to despatch process in a timely
and efficient manner that wonâ€™t be matched by our competition.

In addition to the standard gift boxes, and indeed the complete range of packaging supplies that we
offer, we also operate a made-to-measure bespoke gift boxes service. This service also extends
beyond the gift boxes to our entire packaging supplies too. Weâ€™re confident that these gift boxes
have the aesthetic appeal and functionality to represent your goods in a professional manner, and
ensure that you will stand out from the competition.

Finally, our business has a policy to source all of the materials for our gift boxes, and indeed the
whole of our product range, from sustainably managed forests. The materials that we cover these
products are also sourced from environmentally sustainable sources, as an example of the
environmental focus that sits at the core of our business philosophy.

To find out more about Bath Street Boxes, or indeed any of our products, then you need only come
and pay us a visit online at: www.bathstreetboxes.co.uk.
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 - About Author:
If you wish to procure the most divine and appealing a gift boxes which are affordable to boot then
visit bathstreetboxes.co.uk today. a Wedding favour boxes make anyoneâ€™s big day so special and
memorable.
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